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John Hogan, one of the top ten drivers at Pompano Park, winning here with Ralph Crispino's BOB FRAZER, will be competing in the North American Drivers race.
NORTH AMERICAN DRIVER CHAMPIONSHIP AT FOXBORO
The great days of harness racing will be 
remembered and relived Sunday, April 10th 
when the North American Driving Champi­
onship is staged at Foxboro Park.
A stellar group of the best drivers ever to 
compete on the New England circuit will 
return to their roots for an afternoon of cham­
pionship racing action.
Leading the driver contingency in the five 
race format will be harness racing's all-time 
leader, Herve Filion. Other drivers committed 
to compete are WalterCase Jr., Kim Crawford, 
Norman Dauplaise, Jim Doherty, Leigh Fitch, 
Dude Goodblood, John Hogan, Gary Kamal, 
Gary Mosher, Bill O'Donnell, Freeman Parker, 
>n Richards, BobTisbert and TedWing.Top
UDR driver, Steve O'Toole will serve as 
altemate.Post time will be 1:30 p.m.with Bob 
and Jean Ferland back on hand to do the pro­
motions for this well-supported tradition.The 
Northeast Harness Horsemen's Association 
will present whips to all competing drivers, 
plus they will award the winner with a clock. 
The NEHHA and the Mass Breeders will co­
host a luncheon for participating drivers.
With abase purse of $ 1,400. and handle on 
the improve at the southern Mass track, live 
racing on Monday afternoon will start up on 
an experimental basis beginning April 11th.
In recent racing action, the first leg of the 
$40,000. New England Cup went to Henry 
O'Shea's, Rapid Vance N, who tracked down
TC Electra to score in 1:57.4 in the first 
division. In the second division Dude Good - 
blood got Rolling Storm out on top early and 
never gave up the advantage, winning by a 
nose for the Jim Doherty, Frank Rubinetti & 
My Kids 3 Stable.
The 2nd leg of the New England Cup, 
raced on April 2, saw the Holmes, Hardy and 
Hope owned,Libertarian, driven by Jim Hardy, 
win the first division in 1:59.4, upsetting the 
favored Rapid Vance N. The second division 
went to Spend AllThe Money, owned, trained 
and driven by Kevin Switzer in 1:58.2.
The $12,500. New England Cup Final has 
been scheduled for April 16th at Foxboro.
In the $3,000. PreferredTrotrecently, Mike
Humphrey & John Nason's, Joie Windswept 
scored his second victory in three starts, as he 
charged home in 2:02 to defeat Camry.
In otherhamess news of interest topatrons, 
former Mass Race Commissioner, Gary Pion- 
towski has accepted the General Manager's 
position at Foxboro Park. Piontowski is deter­
mined to improve the live handle.With simul­
casting providing extra money to the purse 
account, more and better horses should be 
attracted to the track by this summer.
Bill Faucher, who had considered retire­
ment, has decided to remain on board at as the 
director of operations at Foxboro, overseeing 
the facility and acting as liasion between the 
horsemen and management______________
IMPORTANT DATES & UPCOMING EVENTS BY JO E HARTMANN
April 1 - $3,000. Van Lennep Amateur Driving Tournament (1st leg) - Pompano
April 2 - $10,000. Pompano Beach Pace (2nd leg) - Pompano
April 2 - $4,000. New England Cup (2nd leg) - Foxboro
April 3 - $1,600. Pine Tree Pacing Series (1st leg) - Scarborough
April 7 - $5,000. Armbro Goal Trot (2nd leg) - Pompano
April 8 - $3,000. Van Lennep Amateur Driving Tournament (2nd leg) - Pompano
April 9 - $4,000. New England Cup (3rd leg) - Foxboro
April 9 - $32,000. Pompano Beach Pace Final - Pompano
April 9 - $3,000. Boston T Party - (1st leg) - Foxboro
April 10 - $1,600. Pine Tree Pacing Series - Scarborough
April 10 - 10th Annual North American Drivers Championship - Foxboro
April 11 - Garden State Spring Mixed Sale - The Meadowlands
April 14 - $17,500. Armbro Goal Trot Final - Pompano
April 15 - $10,000. Van Lennep Amateur Driving Final - Pompano
April 15 - New England Sulky Championship Yearling Payment due - $25.
April 16 - $12,500. New England Cup Final - Foxboro
April 17 - $1,600. Pine Tree Pacing Serifcs (2nd leg) - Scarborough
April 17 - Florida Breeders Mixed Sale - Pompano
April 17 - $3,000. Boston T Party (2nd leg) - Foxboro
April 21 - Saratoga Raceway opener, Saratoga, N.Y.
April 23 - $8,000. Dr. William Lee Memorial Pace (1st leg) - Pompano 
April 24 - $4,000. Pine Tree Pacing Final - Scarborough 
April 24 - $7,000. Boston T Party Final - Foxboro 
April 29 - Red Mile Opener - Lexington, Ky.
April 30 - $6,000. Mass Sire Stakes - Aged F & M Pace - Foxboro 
April 30 - $8,000. Dr. William Lee Memorial Pace (2nd leg) - Pompano
Obituary.
HARRY A. COLEMAN
Harry A. Coleman,84, a well-known harness horseman, died unexpectedly March 17th at 
his home in Lewiston, Maine. Bom in Leominster, Mass. Coleman attended local schools and 
graduated from Leominster High School.His harness racing career began in 1940 at the Will 
Utton Stable in Barton, Vermont, where he worked until 1942 when he enlisted in the 
Army.During World War II he was a rifleman at the 3rd Group Regulation Station. He saw 
action in the European, African and Middle East Theater Campaigns and fought in the Battle 
of Normandy in northern France. He received numerous service awards, including a Purple 
Heart. He was discharged in 1945 and returned to harness racing. In 1955 he married 
Katherine "Kitty" Grubnau, his wife of 39 years. Coleman's racing career flourished in the 
early 50’s as he campaigned on the ice in Maine, Vermont and Canada, and on the tracks of 
Delaware, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Maine .In 
1951 he was ranked 5th leading driver in the country. Horses in his stable included; Chief 
Strong, Adam Frisco, Miss Volo Dale, Upsetter and Jimmy Highland. Owners included; 
Norman Woolworth, Paul Cray, the Gray Brothers and Fred Snow. More recently he had 
success winning the first Arthur McGee Memorial with Sty nix in 1990 and the Cumberland 
Farmers Club Pace with Trusty Jake in 1992.He was a long-time member of the USTA and 
the Maine Harness Horsemen's Association, and was awarded their "Distinguished Service 
Award" in 1988.He is survived by his wife, a daughter, Patricia (Tuffy), two sons, Michael 
and Timothy, a brother, Oscar, and six grandchildren.
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For Those Interested In 
 ^ The Standardbred Sport!
NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS
Subscribe Today...$15.00...10 Exciting Issues!
We welcome you to join us, as the Standardbred industry experiences a 
resurgence of racing in the Northeast sector in the ’90’s. This is an excellent 
opportunity to keep abreast of the latest in harness happenings from Maine 
to Florida—for a very reasonable fee....as we follow New Englanders on the 
racing and simulcasting scene. Sign up today, don't miss a single issue! 
Make checks payable to: Northeast Harness News
New----------Renew---------- Print Mailing Address CHECK NUM BER:________
NAME:. CHECK DATE:
ADDRESS:. TKL.
-ZIP:
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, 456 Boom Road, Saco, Maine 04072.
Readers, Please Note!
Please be prompt with ads and body copy. 
Materials must be received by the 20th of 
each month, except for late-breaking news, 
which will be given a priority. The right to 
edit all material is reserved by the editor. 
Contact: Jean Emerson 
3150 North PalmAire Dr. #108 
Pompano Beach, FI. 33069 
Tel. 305-971-4867
To Subscribers...
There are three things that cause an increase in 
subscription rates: 1. The post office goes up on the cost 
of postage (we have no control over this). 2. Subscribers 
fail to renew on time, causing a reminder card to be sent 
which is very expensive (make a note to check the label 
each month and simply cut out and return the renewal 
form that is printed in each issue with a check for $15.) 
3. The same procedure should be followed for a change 
of address (it gets really expensive if you forget this, as 
the Post Office charges the sender for returned papers).
I recently did a first-class postcard mailing to 
encourage membership, which cost about $1,000. Help 
me avoid this in the future,by encouraging your friends, 
relatives, trainers, drivers...anyone you can interest in 
harness racing...to subscribe, it helps to build future 
involvement in the industry. The newspaper is very 
reasonable and the ad rates can't be beat!
Serving you economically, Ye Editor
>
To The Editor
I was surprised and thrilled to see the full page spread given to the Standardbred Pleasure 
Horse Organization year end awards. The Northeast Harness News has been a strong 
supporter for many years and I truly appreciate it. We’re in this together. Thanks again,
• * *' *' * ' ' ' '  ' ' Robyn Cuffey, SPHO
Please Note!
Membership in Maine Harness Horsemen's 
Association includes $10. for membership 
(which includes Fire & Disaster Insurance), 
$10. for Sulky Insurance (all owners on a 
horse must be members) and a $5.00 fee 
for Third Party Liability Insurance. Total 
due: $25. Expires December 31 each year.
Send Checks To: M.H.H.A.
P.O. Box 3093 Lewiston, Maine 04240
As a two year old, MERRILYWEROLLALONG, won the Hanover/Hempt Stakes, the NYSS division at Syracuse, a heat of the Hayes Memorial, and was second
in the President's Pace Elim. at Rosecroft. As a three year old he won the $123,550 Matron Stakes, plus two Invitationals at Pompano Park, the was second in 
the Confederation Cup Elims, third in the Cane Pace Elims, third in the Oliver Wendell Holmes Elim and third in the Tattersalls Pace Elim. He was race- 
timed in 1:52.1 competing against the "Cream of the Crop" in the Class Of '87, including Jate Lobell, Redskin, Frugal Gourmet, Righteous Bucks, Run The 
Table, Laag and Jaguar Spur...the test of a true champion. With classic conformation and a disposition to match, he is a quality addition to any program.
In A Quest For Top Quality Bloodstock, THE DUPUIS FARM Recently Purchased The Pacer...
MERRILYWEROLLALONG p.2,1:55.1-3,1:54f.(Race-timed 1:52.1)$244,785.
By SON SAM p .2 ,1:54.2 - 3,1:53.2 $820,104. With 64 in 1:55 - Winners of over $28. million 
Out of SPIKE HAPPY p .2 ,2:00.3 (Most Happy Fella) Season's Champion at 2, with N.Y.S.S. 
wins at Batavia, Saratoga, Vernon and Syracuse. Dam of 9 foals, 6 in 2:00, including, Ruff 
Hewn p.1:53.4$161,072. and. Star Ferry p.l:55.2 $154,763. Second dam, SPIKED HEELS.
From the family of Division Street p.l:52.3 $1,222,552. and Silver Almahurst p. 1:49.4 - '93.
To Attract Quality Mares, The Introductory Fee Will Be $600. for 1994
ALSO STANDING
The Superb Trotting Stallion...MOVING FORWARD...For A $600. Stud Fee
By SUPER BOWL 1:56.2 $601,156. "Trotter Of The Year” in '72, a Triple Crown Winner.
With 16 in l:55and 252 in 2:00, a World Champion and a Sire of 5 Hambletonian winners. 
Out ofFLORY MESSENGER, dam of 5 winners of $1,673,849 including Express Ride 1:53 
"World Champion Two Year Old Trotting Colt and Carry The Message 2,
(Please Note...A "Value-Added” Breeders Stakes Program Is Anticipated in '94 Due To The Increase From OTB) 
ALL FOALS ELIGIBLE TO THE MAINE BREEDERS STAKES & NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIPS
THE DUPUIS FARM
Will transport semem from their stallions during the upcoming breeding season and will also serve as a Mare Station 
for transported semen, accomodating mares booked to any stallion in the U.S. and Canada. For more information 
contact Farm Manager, Lynn Marie Plouffe 196 Buxton Rd. Saco, Maine Tel 207-284-4726 immediately.
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AN ARTIST’S CONCEPTION shows the latest by the Passamaquoddy Tribe, awaits legislative ap- hotel (left). The casino would have 500 slot ma- next to Moosehorn National Wildlife Refuge, is ex­
plan for a $25 million gambling casino-hotel com- proval. It would include an i 8,000-square-foot casi- chines, 25 table games, a 25-seat keno area and a pected to employ 725 workers. (Drawing Courtesy
plex at Calais. The project, which would be owned no operated by Harrah’s Casinos and a 116-room 100-seat off-track betting facility. The complex, of Harrah’s Casinos)______________ _
Casinos In Maine????? BY JEAN EMERSON
Recently a number of local newspapers in 
Maine have been bombarded with articles and 
letters to editors concerning the advent of 
gambling casinos in Maine.
Representative Sean Faircloth, a member 
of the Maine Judiciary Committee, has writ­
ten in favor of a casino to be located in Calais, 
Maine. In order to protect the State from a 
proliferation of these gambling establishments, 
he suggested, in a recent edition of the Bangor 
Daily News, a legislative amendment that 
would... 1. recognize the sovereign status of 
the Indian tribes in Maine. 2. authorize one 
casino for each tribe and prohibit all others. 3. 
require an 80 mile limit from any town of over 
30,000. 4. require a casino to border an out- 
of-state populated area. 5. be located in an 
area of 7% unemployment. He feels that every
Bangor Update
Bangor Raceway, one of New England’s 
historic harness tracks, opened its facilities 
for training the first of March with a number 
of stables making it their headquarters for the 
summer meet that ushers in the 1994 season 
on May 27th.This night-time light harness 
meet will extend through the month of June, 
ending on July 24th.
This is the first season in a number of years 
that the City of Bangor will not sponsor the 
harness racing program. The Fred Nichols 
Group has taken over and the track will be 
under the management of the well-known 
trainer, Warren Strout, who has been a leading 
figure in Down East harness racing.
The Judging officials for the Bangor meet
body wins with this proposal.
In direct opposition to this, Valerie Lan­
dry, Old Orchard Beach council-woman, 
recently requested Robert Goodman, a pro­
fessor at the University of Massachusetts, to 
present his latest research on gambling at a 
council meeting. The study indicates that 1. 
there may be hidden costs, resulting from the 
shift in consumer spending, and 2. the social 
consequences resulting from gambling disor­
ders must be considered. Over a period of time 
these costs outweigh any profit realized from 
gambling casinos.
It is estimated that over $30. billion a year 
is spent on gambling. At the present time the 
only casino in New England is Foxwood, in 
Ledyard, Conn., but others are being consid­
ered in at least seven other locations.
BY GARDNER PATTERSON
and Wendell Tilley, Associate Judges.
Some of the stables now on the grounds 
with horses in training are Norm Murray, 
Gary Hall, Vem Brann, Mike and Dick Huff, 
Valerie Grondin and Eric Bickmore. Randy 
Bickmore, who is presently racing at Fox- 
boro, will be shipping in shortly.
Strout, who has an office on the grounds, 
said that he has received over a hundred stall 
applications. Canadian horsemen from the 
Maritimes, who have been racing at Bangor 
during the past years, are also expected to be 
well represented this season.
Many of the bams have been repaired and 
renovated with stalls reconditioned. The track 
is expecting a banner year under the new
are William Ring, Presiding Judge; Gary Gray management.
FOR SALE
Farm and/or land on the Saco River 
In Southern Maine
20 minutes from Portland, 90 minutes from Boston 
5 minutes from Exit #5 Maine Turnpike 
Call: Chet Emerson 305-971-4867
Bangor OTB Finalized
The on going saga of "who will get the 
OTB contract in Bangor" has been finalized. 
The four month ordeal, which saw Pardners 
Western Food & Fun (Tom Sawyer, Lillian 
Lo, Jay Benton, Richard Catelle, Mark Well­
man and Richard Tucker), Legends Restau­
rant (Frank Jordan, Shane Bacon and Charles 
Amsden), Martin's Great Steak House (Peter 
Martin), Inside Track (Larry Mahaney, James 
and Charles Day), Miami North (Donald and 
Cheryl Simpson) all lose out to the landmark 
Miller's Restaurant (John and Scot Miller) 
who entered the fray late, but legally.
The so-called "bidding war" was undoubt­
edly decided by the Miller group offering 
Bangor an incentive of 1.5% of the OTB re­
ceipts on the total annual betting handle, rang­
ing from $7.5 to $10 million...probably what 
the Maine Legislature intended in the first 
place. This would benefit horsemen and live 
harness racing to the tune of approximately 
$80,000. to $ 180,000. annually, depending on 
the amount handled. Although that is a pro­
jected figure, the fact is that in 1993 with less 
than six months in operation, Maine's OTB 
parlors in Lewiston and Waterville, handled 
about $4.6million...providing about a 10% 
profit to the licensees, about $137,000. to 
Scarborough Downs for the signal, $ 133,000. 
to the harness racing industry, $66,000. to the 
State's General Fund, $48,000. to the Maine 
Fairs. $41,000. to Maine Breeders and$10,000.
to the newly established Harness Racing Pro­
motional Fund. Not bad for a short time!
Hard to believe that little Bangor Raceway 
contemplating its demise in 1993, has come 
full circle to be the juicy plum desired by all. 
How did this occur? Back in October, when 
the Bangor City Council voted to terminate 
harness racing at the Bass Park oval as they 
were losing money, the Bangor Historic Track 
Investment Group was formed and a lease 
agreement with the city to manage the track 
was prepared. This group, chaired by Fred 
Nichols, a businessman from Orono, also 
included Ival Cianchette, a recently appointed 
USTA director; Jean Bryar, a director of the 
Maine Harness Horsemen's Association; 
,Marcia Salmon, an MSBOA member; Dick 
Hartley, an MHHA director and MSBOA 
president, Orrin Phipps, Richard Whitmore J)r. 
Vem MacDonald, Tom Sawyer, Kermit Allen 
and Warren Strout, a former trainer , who is 
presently the on-track manager for the group.
Suffice it to say that these people saw the 
Bangor track as a viable operation...if it in­
cluded OTB. When the Bangor City Council 
did not oppose this proposition, the machin­
ery was put in motion and Bangor was back in 
the racing business.
Baring any legal battles, the decision will 
be reviewed by the Maine Attorney General's 
office and will then be presented for a final 
vote of the MHRC on April 13th.
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RACEALONG Presently Offers...
• For Rent - Spacious stalls, each with individual waterers,
in our heated barn.
• Paddock and Turnout areas for R & R and lay-ups.
Take advantage of this convenient Southern Maine location when racing harness 
horses at Foxboro, Scarborough or the Fair Circuit. Shipping is available.
We will also be standing the top-producing Maine Stakes-eligible Trotter...
SPRINGFEST
(Nevele Pride - Weeping Cherry)
Stud Fee: $750. Live Foal
Call For Information: Days 207-646-8372 Eves 207-646-6236 Barn 207-676-9024 
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■
On The Harness Scene In Sunny Florida
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New York C hapter of USHWA, presents the USHWA M emberDiann Perkins, supportive of all harness events, attends the " Breeders Bash" an annual 
affair held at Scarborough Downs last fall at the end of the Maine Stakes season.
John M an/i 
of the Year Award To Bruce Stearns
Perkins ReplacedOnMHRC Board
After serving two terms on the Maine cated herself to being fair and just in deciding 
Harness Racing Commission, Diann Perkins the numerous thorny racing industry deci- 
will soon be replaced by Charmaine "Charlie" sions. She has also been a strong ally for the 
Brown DVM, a vet who presently works at Maine Breeders Stakes and will be greatly 
Dr. Larry Buggia's, Carrabasset Valley Clinic missed on the harness scene, 
in Monmouth, Maine. Many, many Thanks to the"out-goer", and
Perkins, a retired school teacher, has dedi- Best Of Luck to the"in-comer"!
Joe Vaecaro. of the New England C hapter of USHWA, presents the award for 
Armbro M onarch, Tw o Year Old Trotting Fillv Of The Year.
Amateur Driver,Harvey Gold, of Marlborough, Conn, and Jupiter, FI. wins a 
division of the VanLennep Amateur Driving Tournament with Clever Scot. An 
owner and breeder, his Rainbow's End Farm has become famous for quality stock.
Amateur Drivers At Pompano
In an early season preview, Pompano Park The series has proven very popular, and
has initiated the VanLennep Amateur Driving will undoubtedly be continued another sea- 
Toumament. Every Friday night, for the past son. Harness racing, unlike many other sports, 
month, amateur drivers have converged on offers a "hands-on" opportunity for those who 
the track for some spectacular performances, wish to participate on this basis.
Bob Lieberman, Preside nt of the New England C hapter of USHWA, presents 
the award for Lifetime Dream, Aged Trotting M are O f The Year.
(Earrtagp piorks
Repairs - Refinishing - Shaft Work
Cross Street 
Rowley, MA 01969
(508) 948-3941 
Leif Noble & Sons Alan Prince, T reasurer of USHWA, presents the aw ard for Magical Mike, 
Tw o Year Old Pacing Colt.Of The Year. •' . . . •
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1994 MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS STAKES
Two Year Old Continuations
HORSE
ABBY'S BOY 
ALTON'S WORTH 
ANDY'S IMP 
ANITA HORN 
APRILE'S ROSE 
ATOM SURPRISE 
ATOM'S STAR 
. K.'S FASHION 
. R. BOOMER 
BASHFUL BABE 
BERRY SPEEDY 
3ERRY WONDERFUL 
ELA2E N SPROUT 
BLITZKRIEG BILLY 
BOLD BLUFF 
BRANCHBROOK BEN 
BRANCHBROOK JAZZ BO 
BRAT'S TRIBUTE 
BREEZER 
BUZZER BEATER 
BYE A DREAM 
C. B. SPEEDY 
C. M. CHEVAL 
CARA LEE
CATHERINES MONEY
CHANCY STAR
CHARBET JENNIFERCHERI'S PRINCESS
CINDIBRET
CITY SHOES
CLYDE
COOKIE
CRISBAGE
DASHING DEVIL
DAWN'S NITE MARE
DODIE'S GIRL
DOUCETTE
E. C. CHICKADEE
ERIKA'S GAL
EXETER RO MAR
FAUSTFINAL PERSUASION 
FINESSE AGAIN 
FIREBALL EXPRESS 
FLYING MONEY 
FOX E BUNNY 
FRENCH LADY J 
FUEL IGNITION 
G I'M DETERMINED 
G IMA MOOSE
G. M.'S HOPE 
GAELIC IRISH 
GAELIC SPARKLE 
GENIFER HILLARY 
GLAMOURS TINA 
GO GITEM 
GOLDIE HORN 
GONE FtSSION 
GRAMPA PAYNE 
GRAMRS LIL BRIDGET 
GRAND OLD PARTY
H. P. FIREBALL 
HAMILTON BILL 
HANBRO AVRIL 
HANBRO SWINGER 
HANDY'S BOY 
HE'S A WIT 
HIDE-A-WAY MARILYN 
HOT CISSA
HOT PENNY 
I'LL SEE YOU 
IMA LITTLE GABBY
J. B. VALENTINE
J. J. D.'S STARBURS 
JAN'S TOOTSIE 
JEFF'S BOOM BOOM 
JENKUYA
JIM'S DELITE 
JOLO GUNNER
K. C. CHILLY FILLY
K. G. Rocinante 
KATARDIN
KELLY MERCURY 
KID COBRA 
KO KO PELLI
SIRE
Sheryl's Number 
Zero Defects 
French Horn 
French Horn 
Laddie Angus 
Malady's Atom 
Malady's Atom Skip By Knight 
Fast Pete 
T.N.T* Bambino 
Stoddard Hanover 
Miles End Steve 
Armbro Blaze 
My Bill Forwood 
Williamsburg One Miles End Steve 
Miles End Steve 
Witsend's Tribute 
Morning Breeze 
Barney Blue Chip 
Trusty Dream 
Stoddard Hanover 
Springfest 
French Horn 
Money Supply 
One Mo Hillbilly 
Morning Breeze 
Groveton 
Bret's Champ 
Miles End Steve 
French Horn 
Morning Breeze 
Groveton 
Barney Blue Chip 
Skip By Night 
My Bill Forwood 
Springfest 
Groveton 
Ruck A Chucky 
Meadow Ro Mar 
Dear Star Persuadable 
Williamsburg One 
The Fireball 
Money Supply 
Skipper Gene Marx 
French Horn 
Cavenish 
G. G. Skipper G. G. Skipper 
Springfest 
Sheryl's Number 
Cavenish 
Aragon Hill LeCoursier Ruck-A-chucky 
French Horn 
Malady's Atom 
Witsend Tribute 
Morning Breeze 
French Horn 
The Fireball 
springfest 
Wave On Bye Witsend's Tribute 
Stodard Hanover 
Witsend's Tribute 
Morning Breeze 
Hot Blooded 
Hot Blooded Williamsburg One 
Cavenish 
French Horn 
Jelly Apple 
My Bill Forwood 
Morning Breeze 
Trusty Dream 
Jelly Apple 
My Bill Forwood 
K. C. Three 
K.C. Three 
GrovetonMountain Skipper 
skip By Knight 
Mountain Skipper
OWNER
Michael Davis
L. & R. Bellmore 
George Barnard 
Ival Cianchette 
R. Lanpher, Jr.
Harry Badger 
Richard Rose 
B. Kellis 
Barbara Lawson 
Ronald Douglas 
Robert K. Berry 
Robert K. Berry 
Barbara Lawson 
Donald Watson 
Jean Card 
W. Whitcher 
W. Whitcher 
Thomas Smith 
Harold Wilbur, Jr. 
Roland Cole 
Clifton Bradbury 
Carlton Chamberlin 
D. Corcoran 
Leroy Wormell, Jr. 
Robert Hetherman 
Bruce Sridghara 
Charles Peers 
Jerry Watson 
Richard Hartley Neil & wanada Fontain 
M & J. Graffara 
Roosevelt Susi 
Melvin Osgood 
Steven Cook 
Rocky Son Stables, In 
Doroty Scammon 
P.Solataire/L.Kemna Nancy Levi 
Kermit Allen Robert Crawford 
Nancy Rogers 
Linwood Higgins Jean Card Nancy Rogers 
B. & J. Kelley 
Edward Nickerson 
M/J. Graffam 
Diane Parsons 
Diane Parsons Diane Parsons 
Stephen Beal 
Dennis Luce 
Marilyn Branagrm 
J. C. Smith 
Leonard Pierce
Ronald Green 
Orrin Phipps 
Roger young 
Gerald Kilgore, Jr.
A. & K. Ozella 
Tom Perkins 
Ival Cianchette 
Walter Wilson 
Victor Hanington 
Harvey Hanington 
J, c. smith 
William Barnes 
D. Higgins 
Neal Tranten 
R. & R. Cushing 
Jean Card 
Laurie Salzillo
J. Ballou & M. Salmon 
Norman Gallagher 
Alroy Chow •
W. Loubier 
Edward Gilman
K. Hafford, Jr.
John Loiko
R. & P. Watson Peggy Watson 
Nancy Levi 
Alan Moeykins 
H. & P . Larapron 
Nancy Rogers
LEGAL NIGHT 
LINDON'S BRANDI-NY 
LINDON'S DEEJAY 
LINDON'S HOME ALONE 
LINDON'S KERI KEI 
LINDON'S LINDY 
LINDON'S ROCKN-HOSS 
LISSITY
LITTLE RIVER JERRY 
LONA
LUCKY MORAKA 
LYDIA
HANDY GOSSIP 
MAYBE THE BEST 
MEADOW H. LOU 
MEGAN SUNSHINE 
MEGGA MINK 
MIRIAM'S DREAM 
MISS TAYLOR HAYES 
MOWER'S MALADY MUDDER RUDDER 
N . J .'S LORD PERCY 
NEW ENGLAND JUSTICE 
NICOLE'S FANCY 
OAK RIDGE ARTHUR 
OAT-N ANNIE 
OFFICER RIDGECREST 
OJAY RIDGECREST OLIVER RIDGECREST 
OLYMPIA RIDGECREST
ONE WAY RITZ 
ORREY RIDGECREST 
PEARL O JOY 
PENNEY'S FLASH PILL COUNTER 
PINE RIVER BILLY 
PIXIE SHIRA 
POTATO WITH AN E 
PRETTY AROGONT R-ACE
R-ACHEYBREAKYHEART
R. F. SCHERHAZADE 
RACE ME G-MAN 
RACE ME HOT SHOT 
RACE ME STRAIGHT A 
RACEALONG BRONCO 
RACEALONG SILVER 
RACING RYAN 
RAPID RASCAL 
RECKLESS DISREGARD 
ROCK ON ELVIS 
ROMIE'S JULIETTE RUSTY'S LADD 
RUTHLESS LASS
S. F. NIGHT SKIPPER 
SASSY' N PROUD 
SCREEMING ANGEL 
SHADYWAY GENESIS 
SHERRI'S BEST 
SHIZUKA
SISTER ANN 
SKIP ALONG JOHN 
SKIP THE QESSERT 
SOMERSET LUCKIMARX 
SOMERSET PUPPET 
SPRING STARLIGHT 
STEPHSON
STOCKHOLM EXPRESS 
STORM LEGEND'S FILL 
SWEET & SASSY 
SWEET SUGAR DADDY 
TARAS MORNING STAR 
THUNDORRIN KEVIN 
TIME TO FLY FRED 
TRUE MOOD 
TRUSTY GARTH 
UNBEATA BILL 
UNNAMED 
UNNAMED
UPSALA KESTREL WANT MORE 
WATAPITI 
WAVE BYE ROSE 
WESTRIDGE ELLEN 
WHITNEY'S SPIKE 
WINSONG ALLIE
Skip By Knight 
Morning Breeze 
Hot Blooded 
Morning Breeze 
Hot Blooded 
Morning Breeze 
Armbro Blaze 
Sure Show 
Skip By Knight 
skipper Gene Marx 
Stoddard Hanover 
Morning Breeze 
Awesome Almahurst 
Witsend Tribute 
My Bill Forwood 
Williamsburg One 
Bret's champ 
Mountain Skipper 
Rucky A Chucky 
Malady's Atom 
Slugger Almahurst 
Mountain Skipper 
Groveton 
My Bill Forwood 
Scrantonian 
Witsend's Tribute 
Aragon Hill 
Aragon Hill Bret's Champ 
Barney Blue Chip
Williamsburg One 
Stoddard Hanover 
Armbro Blaze 
LeCoursier 
French Horn 
My Bill Forwood 
Cavenish My Bill Forwood 
Aragon Hill 
My Bill Forwood 
Morning Breeze 
Frakenchew 
G. G. Skipper 
Malady's Atom 
Springfest 
Williamsburg One 
Sure Show 
The Ledger 
Mentowin 
My Bill Forward 
Skip By Knight 
French Horn 
Laddie Angus 
Herve Hanover 
Skip By Knight 
Cavenish 
Armbro Blaze 
Hot Blooded 
Best Jeffery 
Slugger Almahurst 
Springfest 
Mountain Skipper 
G. G. Skipper 
Skipper Gene Marx 
Awesome Almahurst 
Springfest 
Stephen W.
Witsend Tribute 
Armbro Blaze 
French Horn 
Witsend's Tribute 
Morning Breeze 
LeCoursier LeCoursier 
Barney Blue Chip 
Trusty Dream 
Skip By Knight Ruck-A-Chucky 
My Bill Forwood 
Jelly Apple Stranduagen 
Tarbesto Hanover 
Wave On Bye 
Jelly Apple 
Skip By Night 
Malady's Atom
B. Kellis 
Donald Marean 
Donald Marean 
Donald Marean 
Donald Marean 
Donald Marean
C. & J. Marean 
Nancy Perry 
Lewis Hoxie 
Roosevelt Susi 
Moraka Stock Farm 
Roosevelt Susi 
Leonard Pierce 
Loring Norton
G. & L. Brochu 
Racealong Stables 
Carlton Chamberlin 
R. Johnson, Jr.
Kermit Allen 
Dean Mower Richard Hartley 
Norman J. Watson 
Nancy Levi 
Richard Whitmore 
Oak Ridge Farm 
Carlton Chamberlin 
Carlton Chamberlin 
Diane Emery 
Carlton Chamberlin 
Carlton Chamberlin 
George Pelletier 
C. Chamberlin 
Barbara Lawson
C. 6 B. Penney 
Tom Perkins 
John Nason 
Robert Hiemstra 
Alroy Chow 
Roland St. Pierre 
Yvette Prudenzano 
Roland St. Pierre 
Nancy Rogers 
Race Me Stable 
Race Me Stable 
Race Me Stable 
Racealong Stables 
Racealong Stables 
Gloria Hall 
Racealong Stables 
Steven Irving 
Dorothy Hiscock 
Loring Norton 
R. Lanpher, Jr.
James Shaw 
Neal Tranten 
Robert Hiemstra 
Normand St. Clair 
N . Dobbs 
Malcolm Hare 
Richrd Hartley 
Arnold Miles 
John Williams 
Tim Ferrante 
Somerset Standardbrea 
Robert Tondreau
L. & P. Pease 
Sarah Brown 
Bill Thoms 
w. Stratton 
Philip Grant 
Carlton Chamberlin
A. & K. Ozella 
Doug Thompson 
Wendy Pettes Linda Lancaster 
Robyn Crochere 
Bruce Beasley 
Robert Crawford 
Lisa Bickmore 
Edward Buck Glenn Oeletetsky 
Linwood Perkins
B. & J. Kelley
C. Paul Mullen 
Gerald Kilgore, Jr. 
Kennebec Winsong stab
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"Representing Horsemen In The State Of Maine"
THE MAINE HARNESS 
HORSEMEN'S ASSOCIATION
1994 Officers and Directors
President, SHERIDAN SMITH 
P.O.BOX 651
West Farmington, Me. 04357 
Tel. 207-778-3008
JEAN BRYAR 
100 Blueberry Hill 
Meredith, N.H. 03253 
Tel. 603-279-5884
WILLIAM HATHAWAY 
R.F.D. 1 Box 1392 
Turner, Me. 04282 
Tel. 207-225-3663
Vice President, JOSEPH MOLNAR 
R.R. 1 Box 669 
Richmond, Me. 04357 
Tel. 207-737-4259
GLENN DELETETSKY 
R.R.2 Elm St.
Mechanic Falls, Me. 04256 
Tel. 207-345-9402
RONALD RALPH 
P.O.Box 51
Waldoboro, Me. 04572 
Tel. 207-832-5545
Executive Secretary, KEN RONCO 
P.O.Box 3093 
Lewiston, Me. 04243 
Tel. 207-783-2535
Secretary/Treasurer, HELEN FOSTER 
P.O. Box 152 
Cumberland, Me. 04021 
Tel. 207- 829- 5742
RICHARD HARTLEY 
1932 Union St.
Bangor, Me. 04401 
Tel. 207-945-9375
FRANK HALL JR. 
P.O.Box 45
East Newport, Me. 04933
In 1994, The Royally-Bred Stallion
FRENCH HORN
p.2, 2:00.4f
(French Chef - Enid Gray) 
Will Stand At
Norton Farm
For A Fee Of $500.
Out of Enid Gray, a 100% producer of 8 in 2:00. 
FRENCH HORN is a full brother to CONCERTINA 
p.2,1:56.3 - 3,l:55.1f $814,509. MAGIC FLUTE p.l:56 
and PIANIST p.2,1:57.1 - 3,1:53 $209,600. by the 
World Champion, FRENCH CHEF, who is also the sire 
of the great BEACH TOWEL the first $2,000,000.winner. 
This family produces great racehorses with early speed, 
so very important to successful Sire Stakes colts.
Foals Eligible to Maine Breeders Stakes & N.E.S.C.
Contact: Mike Graffam at Tel. (207)797-7577 
613 Blackstrap Rd. Falmouth, Maine 04105
"We will be happy to break and train your young stock."
MAIN
RED
BREEDER
Sustaining Fees Due May 15th 
For Trotters & Pacers
Two Year Olds - $50.00 
Three Year Olds - $70.00 
Yearling Nomination Payments 
Of $10.00 Due By May 15th For 
All Maine-Bred Colts & Fillies
Make Checks Payable To:
Maine State Harness Racing Commission 
State House Station #28 
Augusta, Maine 04333-0028
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New York-Breds...The best, from start to finish!
With the bonus of perfect weather, Jim Richie preps the GOALIE JEFF - PRECIOUS COIN colt at Pompano Park training center.
LUJE CMIP
"Two Year Olds Of 1994 Are Looking Super!"
Breeders & Buyers Take Note!
NEW YORK BREDS...
Have Greater Earning Potential, Higher Prices In The Sales Ring 
Greater Racing Opportunities...and Bigger Purses Anticipated 
Due To The Increase From The Simulcasting Business
Standing At Stud In 1994
MEADOW ROAD SIR TAURUS
$6,000. $2,000.
GOALIE JEFF ON THE ROAD AGAIN
$5,000. $6,000.
DORUNRUN BLUEGRASS
$2,000.
Contact: Bill or Jean Brown, 807 Hoagerburgh Rd., Wallkill, N.Y. 12589
Tel. 914-895-3930 Fax. 914-895-2110 -----
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SILVER ALM AHURST edges toward Millionaire status with each start.
Silver Almahurst Aims At AMillion
BY JEAN EMERSON
Silver Almahurst p. 1:49.4, the the half- 
mile track world champion who set the record 
of 1:50.4 in the Levy Final at Yonkers last 
year, is hot on the trail of one million in 
earnings. At the present time this son of Nihi- 
lator, who is owned by Keith Waples and the 
Montinis, has annexed over $970,000. with 
$120,000. of this earned in 1994 in 11 starts.
On April 2nd, the classy stallion was sec­
ond in the $75,000. Graduate at The Mead- 
owlands, expertly teamed by New England 
native, Jim Morrill Jr., who also gave him his 
half-mile record. Trainer, Bill Robinson, who 
has been based at Pompano this winter with 
the young stock in training, informs the North­
east Harness News that "Silver Almahurst is 
an easy horse to train, has an excellent attitude 
and is most importantly, sound. He likes to be 
hung up loose, without a lot of rigging," and 
then he continues,"when he trains good, he'll 
race good." At the present time he is under the 
care of Carl Conte Jr. and is being aimed at the 
Molson in Canada.Undoubtedly he will be 
given the opportunity to defend his title in this 
year’s Levy Final on April 23rd. There have 
already been offers on this "soon to be a mil­
lionaire" to stand at stud in Illinois.
Keith Waples, on a chance encounter in 
Pompano's track kitchen, informs us that he 
bought Silver Almahurst as a yearling at the 
Harrisburg sale for about $80,000. "because 
he liked him,"then he soldhalfto the Montinis.
It has certainly paid off in aces..as a two year 
old he was second in the Wilson, plus he won 
two legs of the Kindergarten series and last 
year at five, he won the $155,000. Levy Final 
and the $100,000. Tricentennial.
How do you pull off something like this? 
What's the key? Is it the trainer? Is it simply 
luck? I remember Jim Harrison's theory of 
dealing the cards...there's only so many kings 
and aces in the deck. Prehaps in this instance 
it was a queen! The broodmare, Spiked Heels 
by Tar Heel, who was bred by U.C. Steele of 
Boca Raton, Florida, may be the answer. Not 
only did she produce Spiked Bvrdie. the dam 
of Silver Almahurst, to the cover of Bye Bye 
Byrd, but when bred to Most Happy Fella she 
came up with the great Division Street p. 
1:52.3 $1,222,552. which probably prompted 
continuation in this direction, producing 
Spiked Shoes, dam of Rainy Night p. 1:54.1 
and Change of Pace p. 1:54.4; Spiked Punch, 
dam of Spiked Bunny p. 1:53.4, Miracle Max 
p.l:54.2 and La Toyap. 1:54.3; Spike Happy 
dam of Ruff Hewn p. 1:53.4, Star Ferry p. 
1:55.2 andMerrilywerollalongp. 1:54, to name 
a few of the members of this illustrious family.
This theory certainly bears watching, next 
time you go to a sale keep your eye out for 
sons and daughters of this family...or you 
could do it the easy way...contact U.C.Steele 
and ask who he plans to breed to this year. You’ll 
find him at Sunshine Meadows jogging horses.
Plan Your Vacation/Business Trip Today 
...Attend The...
Annual Standardbred
Florida Mixed Horse Sale
Sunday, April 17th at 11:00 a.m.
Sponsored By The Florida Standardbred 
Breeders & Owners Association 
Munter Brothers - Auctioneers 
Call 305-972-5400 For Catalogues ,,, .
Pinehurst Report BY ALISON HYNES
The rosters are hot off the press and it 
appears that Pinehurst is nearly full this year. 
Plans are in the works to have qualifers on the 
mile track the first week in April. Also, mati­
nee races are scheduled for March 27th.
Here is a thumbnail sketch of New Eng­
landers at the Pinehurst track for winter train­
ing. Paul & BonnieBattis have 2 three year old 
trotters, one by Springfest, one Royal Pres­
tige. They also train Cookie Annie a four year 
old trotter and Rocky Ruler a three year old 
trotter for Arleen Marashio.
Howard Beal has 4 three year olds; a Laag 
filly, a Rule The Wind colt and 2 Super Bowls. 
He also has 3 two year olds; a Sir Taurus filly, 
a Jate Lobell colt and a Super Bowl filly.
Ken Boemmels co-owns 2 two year olds 
with Ed Hall of Berwick, Me. A Dragon's Lair 
and a Sir Taurus, plus a three year old pacing 
colt by Elitist.
Gordon Corey trains 4 two year olds; two 
trotters, one by Groveton and the other a 
Witsend's Tribute...two pacers, one by 
Dragon's Lair, the other by Miles End Steve.
Dave Jannone trains two, a four year old 
Speedy Crown filly and a two year old Crown­
ing Point. Both for George and Marjorie 
Shubley of Pepperel, Mass.
Last but not least, Polie Mailer trains 5 for 
Dr. Binette of Biddeford, Me. A Nihilator 
filly, a No Nukes colt, a Jate Lobell colt and 
the three year old Sweet Dragon, who was 
third in the Wilson last year. He also has a two 
year old Falcon Seelster for Thurston and 
Leavitt of Gorham Me. and a two year old 
Albatross, owned by Linwood Higgins of 
Scarborough.
Stay tuned for the Matinee report and an 
update on the qualifers, coming out in the next 
issue.
IPIIIIP **JTff y v
AFTER THE LAUGHTER, a colt by Dragon's Lair owned by R. McDonald &
T. MacMaster of Saint John, NB, trains for Gordon Corey at Pinehurst.
TANYA'S TOYBOY, a colt by Falcon Seelster owned by Pat Leavitt and Fred 
Thurston trains at Pinehurst (1 to rlBill Hall, Don Ginn &  Polie M allar.trainer
niN* HURST TRAINING &  DRIVING CLUB - "Welcome To The Pig Roast" 
(1 to r) Gordon Corey, Polie Mallar and Paul Battis.
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WALNUT HILL FARM INTRODUCES FOR 1994
COILJLP THIS IBIS MAGHC
p.2,1:54.4 3,1:52.3 
Lifetime Earnings $58,225.
Sire: SEAHAWK HANOVER p. 1:55.2
(Bret Hanover p.4 1:53.3 - Skipper's Romance p .3 ,1:59.2)
Dam: ALMA BLUE CHIP
(Most Happy Fella p .3 ,1:55 - Armbro Utrillo p .2,2:05.3)
A nice, young Seahawk Hanover stallion who shows early speed at 2 and 3, 
with as fine a maternal line as you can get. This maternal line has produced 
Albatross, Henry T. Adios and Armbro Wolf. Could This Be Magic is also a 
full brother to Alma's Hawk p .4 ,1:54.4 with earnings of $143,164.
1994 Stud Fee: $750.
Foals Eligible To Mass. Sire Stakes and New England Sulky Championships
Carol Ann Gaucher, Farm Mgr. 22 Norcross Rd. Spencer, Mass. 01562 Tel. 508-885-2306 
Owned by: Mark L. Spear Portland, Maine Tel. 207-874-0911
U.S.H.W.A./N.E. Chapter News
BY BOB LIEBERMAN
On March 6th the New England Harness length of service and commitment to the 
Writers held their annual breakfast meeting at chapter. The honorees were Sam Brogna, Cliff 
10:00 a.m. at the Sheraton Hotel in Needham, Sundberg and Joe Vaccaro.
Massachusetts. Ralph Grasso, a former National and Chap-
The members heard Joe Vaccaro read the ter President was to recieve a special award, 
secretary's report for the past year and plaudits but is unfortunately in the hospital, but recov- 
were extended to President Bob Lieberman ering nicely, and will receive the award a little 
and 2nd Vice President Jack Ginnetti, as they later in the year.
received a standing ovation for running one of On March 4,5,6, which was opening week-
the finest awards banquets that the chapter has end at Foxboro Park, the chapter sponsored 
ever had. three races and Jack Ginnetti presented each
The nominating committee, chaired by B ob winner with a cooler.
Temple, re-elected the same slate of officers With the new year already upon us, the 
for another year. chapter has plans for some upcoming events
Three members were honored for their and looks forward to another fun-filled year.
Track For Sale In Dexter, Maine
Offering 20 acres, with two barns. One barn 
has 14 stalls and room for 4,000 bales of hay. 
The other has 10 stalls. The track is one half 
mile and 48 feet wide. Also has an office and 
2 paddocks. Well water. Offered at $75,000. 
For more information call: 207-876-3682
(Some owner financing may be possible)
New Jersey's Robert E. Mulcahy (center) recieves the Messenger Award from 
(1 to r) John Cashman, Lester McKeever, John Swiatek and Joe McLoone.
Annual HTA Meeting Update
STAN BERGSTEIN, TRACK TOPICS 
At its annual meeting in Orlando, Florida To foster the strength of unity within the 
during the first week of March, HTA mem- sport, Swiatek is inviting all harness racing 
bers fleeted John Swiatek, 36...the youngest groups to hold their annual meetings in coor- 
president to ever hold that post.Swiatek, who ilinated conjunction with HTA's 1995 con- 
is president of Ladbroke Racing Pennsylvania vention to be held at the Mirage in Las Vegas, 
addressed the group .stating, "Regarding Swiatek has a strong vision of where he 
threats ofriverboat gaming and casinos,racing hopes to lead this trade association of the 
must have a position and strategy for major tracks during his two year term, 
participation. In view of this he plans to ex- HTA also expects to broaden its research 
pand HTAs data bank on competition. Re- and data collection capabilities by working 
search projects will be launched and the li- closely with the University of Arizona's Race 
brary expanded so that information will be Track Industry Program, moving its offices to 
forthcoming instantaneously. Tucson this summer.
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Patsy Connors in the upper clubhouse, working as usual, on Breeders Crown 
night, delivering programs and recording sales on one of the busiest evenings.
Harness Profile - Patsy Connors
BY JEAN EMERSON
New Englanders certainly do migrate to all worked beside her husband in the bam, packed 
comers of the kingdom. You get used to up the family and it was off to Florida for the 
seeing them on a regular basis, then all of a winter. At that time the couple trained and 
sudden they move to another location. raced horses for Fred Bradbury, Walter Davis,
Patsy Connors, and her late husband Allan Mollison, plus Charlie had the good 
Charlie, were "dyed in the wool" New Eng- trotter, Dayan, for the ABC Stable, 
landers. Charlie was bom in Silver Ridge, in In the spring, it was back to Salem, N.H. 
Aroostook County and Patsy, bom in Daniel- where they raced an eighteen horse stable on 
son, Ct., grew up in Gardner, Maine. The the New England circuit. From that point on 
couple were married and lived in Chelsea in the stable made the annual trek from North to 
the early 50's, as Charlie worked in the Bath South each year. The racing area now in- 
Iron Works.Earl Albee, Patsy's father, had a eluded Monticello, The Meadowlands, Free- 
few harness race horses and when Charlie hold and Pocono, and included horses like 
became interested in racing. Like most every- Mighty Eden, Precious News and Laveme's 
one else,he started in the business part-time, Boy and owners like Max Webster, Carl Dining 
learning from his father-in-law. From Sun- and Nick Salis.
shine Volo to Paul Counsel, it accounted for Disaster struck in 1985 when Charlie suf- 
about eleven years of working and racing the fered a heart attack and died. That winter, 
Maine circuit, which started in early spring at Patsy came to Florida and decided to stay. In 
Cumberland and ended with the Lewiston the late 80's she was based at Triple H Farm 
Overcoat meet in the fall of the year. off Rt. 441 with a four horse stable. She also
The home base was the Windsor Fair- worked part-time selling transpirators and 
grounds. It was a short hop from there to the lasers,then selling programs in the evening at 
Clearview Stables in Winthrop, where Char- the track. Her last horse, C.C.Souper Star was 
lie worked in the late '50's for Link Keene. In claimed in 1992.
the early '60's the Connors' had horses for At the present time the energy level is still 
John Hall, John Macauly, John Loiko, Saul on high.Patsy is now in charge of Program 
Katz...plus Patsy's father, Earl Albee. Charlie Sales at Pompano Park. She does the hiring of 
gave up his job at Bath Iron Works and con- people to man the three program booths lo- 
centrated on the horses. By this time the cated in the grandstand and clubhouse. She is 
couple had five kids; Darlene, who now lives also responsible for the distribution of 3,000 
in Maine, Vickie, who lives in New Orleans, to 4,000 programs each night of racing, plus 
Chuckie Jr., who has followed in his father's the collection and recording of totals, keeps 
footsteps, presently based at Vernon Downs her occupied until nearly midnight when the is 
with a stable of 24, Doreen, who is married to operating. What about the mornings? She 
horseman, Rollie Day, and Wayne, the young- works at the Target Store in Boca each day 
e s t , who lives in Florida until noon. What does she do on her day off?
In 1967, when the kids were still in Goes to Bingo at the Indian Reservation, of 
school,Charlie punctured a lung in an auto course. After taking care of horses all those 
accident and decided to winter in Florida and years it just comes natural to keep busy. New
Thelma Poitras of Massachusetts and Norm Fecteau or New Hampshire selling 
programs at the Grandstand booth at Pompano Park.
BANGOR RACEWAY
Late Closer For 1994
EVENT #1
THE ROY GARTLEY MEMORIAL SERIES 
PACE - 4 YEAR OLDS AND UNDER NONAVINNERS $4500 LIFETIME
(MARES $5500)
FRIDAY MAY 27 $900
FRIDAY JUNE 3 $900
FRIDAY JUNE 10
FINAL $1,950 EST.
$1,200 ADDED
NOMINATING FEE $50
EVENT#2
NO STARTING FEE
THE MARGARET DILLON PACING SERIES
PACE - MARES NON-WINNERS $5000 IN 1993
SATURDAY JUNE 11 $1,000
SATURDAY JUNE 18 $1,000
SATURDAY JUNE 25
FINAL $2,150 EST.
$1,350 ADDED
NOMINATING FEE $50
EVENT #3
NO STARTING FEE
THE JOSEPH P. BASS SERIES
PACE - NON-WINNERS $3,500 IN 1993 (MARES $4,000)
SUNDAY JULY 3 $900
SUNDAY JULY 10 $900
SUNDAY JULY 17
FINAL $2,000 EST.
$1,200 ADDED
NOMINATING FEE $50 NO STARTING FE E
1994 BANGOR CLAIMING CHAMPIONSHIP 
PACE - $1,000.00 CLAIMING SWEEPSTAKES
For horses that have made at least 5 starts in any $1,000.00 Claiming Sweepstakes Leg. 
Each entry must make at least 5 starts at this meeting to be eligible to the final. Entries 
determined by point system of 8 for 1st, 4 for 2nd, 2 for 3rd, using the best five staits 
at this meeting. The top eight point winners will constitute the final, the next eight poirt- 
winners will constitute the consulation.
FINAL PURSE $2,500.00 
CONSULATION $1,500.00 
*Point standings will be final as of July 18, 1994.
Finals to be raced on Saturday, July 23rd 
NOTE: Claiming will be allowed in any sweepstakes race through July 10th.
ALL ENTRIES CLOSE ON MAY 15,1994. ELIGIBILITY FOR ALL EVENTS 
DETERMINED AS OF JANUARY 1, 1994. MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO 
BANGOR RACEWAY AND RETURN TO KEN SUMNER, RACE SECRETARY 
C/O 394 EAST AVE. LEWISTON ME. 04240.
SPHO Winter Reflections
Goodbye to the winter of ’93-’94. It was certainly a challenge to many, and it took a lot of 
will power to keep doing anything horse related. We found out that unheated indoor arenas 
cut the wind, but -35 is -35 inside or out. As far as driving outside...ouch! Icy rutted roads 
discouraged most.
The one good thing about this winter was that people around New England didn't have to 
worry about not having snow for their sleigh rallies. The temperatures varied from +35 to-45 
with the wind chill. Footing varied from light snow on ice to rolled fields churned up by 
draft horse feet. The sleighing was exhilarating, scary and fun...all at once. Turning a tight 
comer could easily get your sleigh sliding ahead of your horse. Jingling bells kept fresh 
horses prancing right along.
There were sleighs gliding down the field unattached, blown by gale force winds, antique 
snowrollers pulled by teams of large horses, spectators watching and hoping to be offered a 
ride, sleighs tipping over and pitching out passengers, furry ponies, numb toes and fingers,
Denise McNitt, DVM, heading for the finish with " Hot Sandbar" winning the Single 
Horse Obstacle Class at the Highland Dressage Center Sleigh Rally.
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Standing His Second Season In Massachusetts At Walnut Hill Farm...
FEDERAL MONEY
(Diamond Exchange - Hula Bowl - Super Bowl) 
2 ,2:06.4h - 3,1:59.2 - 6,1:56.4 $300,000.
His racing record 
clearly indicates he 
is the best choice for 
your trotting mare 
in Massachusetts!
Top N.Y. Sire Stakes 
winner, who set track 
records at 2 and 3. 
Winner of Open Trots 
Yonkers/Meadowlands
Federal Money officially race-timed in 1:55.3
1994 Service Fee: $750.
Foals Eligible for Mass Sire Stakes & New England Sulky Championships 
Carol Gaucher, Farm Manager Norcross Rd. Spencer, Mass. 01562 Tel. (508) 885-2306
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Rapid Race Results For Touch Tone Phones!
Featuring
Stretch calls, Complete Results, Racing Highlights etc.
!°9®®°97(£°i!(6)(S)®
Information Updated Immediately!
• Easy Selection - Press 1_ if you know your track code.
HARNESS TRACK CODES
Batavia Dns. 228 Lexington 539 Rosecroft 767
Buffalo 279 Los Alamitos 567 Saratoga 774
Freehold 374 Maywood Pk. 629 Scioto Dns. 724
Foxboro 369 Meadowlands 632 Sportsman Pk. 776
Garden S t 427 Monticello 662 The Meadows 843
Grand CL Fairs 423 Northfield 663 Vernon Dns. 837
Hazel Park 475 Pocono Dns. 723 Yonkers ’ 977
Hawthorne Pk. 429 Pompano Pk. 766
Note! Customer Control Feature
Skip to the race desired by pressing the #  sign on a Touch Tone phone.
• Your Choice - Press 2_for National Racing Highlights.
• If you need Directory Assistance - Press 2_.
Cost: $.89 per minute (No Tolls) Must be 18 yrs. of age.
"You'll get your Moneysworth!”
( Clip and Save)
Scarborough Racing Report
The veteran twelve year old, Tree Fern N, 
stands at the top of the early season speed 
ratings at Scarborough Downs, following a 
recent win in 2:00.2 in the weekly Winners- 
Over class feature. Driver, Walter LaFreniere 
Jr. had the Tim Burr-owned entry sitting the 
two-hole journey, behind pace-setting Brass 
Target Sam, through early fractions of 29.1, 
59.3 and 1:29.4, while breezing through a 
final panel in 30.2 for his third win of the 
season for trainer, Craig Hall. Brass Target 
Sam held for the placing, with Skipper's Rock 
closing stoutly to complete the in-the-money 
finishers. Others in the field included Bess- 
boro Fella, Smart Alli-K and Come On Russ.
Other speedy winners in recent weeks 
include, Joann's First in 2:00.4, Brass Target 
Sam in 2:01.4, Sir Henry in 2:02.1, Bessboro 
Fella in 2:02.1 and recent Monticello shipper, 
Sample Penny in 2:02.2. Bag A Few in 2:03, 
and Home Girl Van in 2:06 in the mud, topped 
the past two weeks action among the Fillies & 
Mares classes.
The trotting classes have been slower to 
develop in the speed department, with the 
recent Canadian acquisition, Allycole, streak­
ing to the top with an in-hand gate-to-wire trip 
in 2:05.1 on March 20th. The five year old son 
of Final Score cruised through fractions of 
30.1, 1:02.3 and 1:33.1, and then came right 
back in last week's muddy going for new 
owner, Sondra Underhill of Newport, Maine, 
winning in 2:09.3 from the eight-hole.
Coming back, Bobby Sumner tops the 
current Driver Standings, winning with 27%
BY LLOYD JOHNSON
of his starters, with a total of eighteen visits to 
the charmed circle through March 27th. Chris 
Long has moved into second with fifteen 
wins, with John Beckwith at 14, Joey Mosher 
at 12 and Leigh Fitch with 11, completing the 
Top Five Listings. The second five include 
Wally Watson with 8, Nelson Reynolds and 
Ray Watson at 7, Kevin Switzer 6 and Irving 
Mauren with 5.
Sumner is far ahead in the UDRS stand­
ings, with a gaudy .416 average, followed by 
Leigh Fitch with a .378 batting average. Oth­
ers in the Top Five include Joey Mosher .328, 
Valerie Grondin .326 and Chris Long .319. 
Frank Hiscock tops the Trainers Standings 
with 17 scores, followed by Barbara Johnson 
in second place with 12 victories.
The Downs has now moved into a Friday, 
Saturday and Sunday schedule on the "Live" 
side, and will be adding Wednesday to that 
slate on April 13th. The Downs "signal" is 
being sent out to locations in Lewiston, Wa- 
terville and Presque Isle, with some $ 125,000. 
having been added into the infield pool since 
the March 6th start. The total handle on the 
Sunday product reached $287,000. on March 
27th, surely one of the highest mutuel handles 
in recent years along the Maine Circuit.
Simulcast Wagering continues in effect, 
every afternoon and evening, at the Downs, 
with some 180 races available, thus Scarbor­
ough Downs is surely the "Racing Place To- 
Be" in 1994, as the product is expanded,thus 
creating better purses, thus better racing for 
the Maine fans!
Herb McKenney....Last Of A Breed
• BY BOB LOWELL
When Herb McKenney died recently, it owner paid him $10. Lined up at the post, the 
was truly the end of an era. Herb, who would owner said he'd pay after Herb got back. "I'll 
have been 86 this month, dedicated his life to take it now, I might not get back," he retorted, 
a world that revolved around horses. At Fryeburg, Herb went down in a wreck
While long retired from active participa- with a trotter in the last turn. Step-son, Jack 
tion, he thoroughly enjoyed a role as racing’s Quinn, ran out on the track and Herb asked, 
"old-timer in residence". Wherever he went, "How many horses finished? Help me on, I 
he stood out. With that crooked cane and big might be able to get a check!" 
pipe that took a pound of tobacco, he pre- At Lewiston, Herb scored away on the 
sented an unusual persona, if not spectacular, outside with a horse that didn't make the first 
appearance. turn. When he hit the outside fence, a whold
For those who met him, they never forgot section opened up and swung closed behind 
him. He drove horses with the fathers, the him as he landed in the parking lot. At the 
uncles and grandfathers of today’s generation, quarter everyone wondered where he was. 
Raised on the family farm in South Portland, Elliot Tracy had Bay State Max in to go, 
Maine, Herb was the last of a breed. but couldn’t catch him in the pasture. With
Utilizing horses, he cultivated gardens, time running out and forty miles to go, Tracy 
mowed hay, cut ice and hauled timber from chased the horse with a pick-up, with Herb in 
the mountains for the river drives. In the years the back with a lasso. They arrived to race, 
following World War II, Herb turned his with Herb winning, without warming up! 
attention to harness racing. In another anecdote, Herb was driving Bay
As a young man, he developed a champion State Andy for Ed Smith. In the paddock, 
pair of draft horses. An astute judge of horses, Harold Story was warning everyone not to 
he purchased an outlaw who had killed a man. leave, because he was going to the front. This 
He paired that horse with a runaway, who was irked Smith, who instructed Herb "to make 
standing on the hood of a Cadillac when he the top if he didn’t make a cent. "Herb obliged, 
bought him. He traded horses right on U.S.#1 snapping the trotter away so fast he left both 
at Cash Comer in South Portland. Matched scalpers on the track when the starter said Go. 
together, the man-killer and the runaway mel- For many years Herb worked for trainer
lowed and Herb's wife, Sylvia, says that in a George "Buddy" Reed, who was a close friend, 
week they were eating out of his hand. That In addition, he also worked for Bucky Day in 
team won draft contests all over, including the Montreal and Sam Ridgeway at Pompano. 
Eastern States Fair. The pair once hauled ten In his retirement, he got around to the 
thousand pounds of granite on a drag. farms and training centers in New England
When a rodeo came to nearby Gorham with blacksmith, EmieLowell. He also at- 
Fair, the promoter advertised a premium of tended several Little Brown Jugs, and enjoyed 
fifty bucks to any local farmer with a horse his sitting in the press box with publicists, Wil 
cowboy couldn't ride. Herb brought in the Kilburger and Frank Shannon and chatting 
man-killer. When they locked him in that with veteran harness writers, Larry Evans and 
chute, the horse must have gotten claustro- Paul Baumgartner. One year while eating 
phobia. He kicked and bucked so bad that the breakfast near the Jug's back gate, Scotty 
cowboy didn't dare get on. With the promoter Lansdale grabbed Herb's cane and did a high- 
screaming, "Get that horse out. He’s staving land fling. The patrons all applauded, 
everything up," Herb said,"Sure, when I get Herb was always inquiring about the newer
the fifty." They were quick to oblige. generation of drivers. He was in the paddock
Then there was the strong man at the fair when Walter Case, Jr. first drove in the Jug. 
who boasted he could hold a pair of horses by When a caretaker asked Herb if he knew Ted 
locking his arms together. Never one to pass Wing he replied,"Know him, when he was a 
up a challenge, Herb brought in his horses, kid I kicked him in the a -  everyday." 
Re-telling the story in later years, he said how Nancy Levy of Cornish, Maine named a
they almost tore the strong man in two. Herb trotter for Herb, H.B.McKinny, who is cur- 
remembered, "I thought I was going to jail, rently racing in the Bruce Ranger Stable at 
They called the sheriff and the priest, both." Pompano. In his final days he had the photos 
As rough and ready as a Harold Story, and at his bedside. Always puffing on his pipe, 
as quick witted as a Curly Smart, Herb drove Herb was a philosopher of sorts. For advice he 
many a good horse and many a bad one. Once offered,"Never let 'em know how much you’ve 
he refused to drive a certain horse, until the got, keep some for a surprise."
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Herb McKenney guides Dodie Grable into the winner’s circle at Lewiston 
Raceway about thirty five years ago. .............................
New England's USTA Director, Paul Fontaine, discuss issues with Fred Noe, 
USTA Executive Vice President, at the annual meeting in Columbus, Ohio.
Annual USTA Meeting Productive
In one of its most productive meetings in 
years, the United States Trotting Association 
took strong and decisive action on a number of 
fronts in its annual convention held recently in 
Columbus, Ohio.
Under the leadership of president, Corwin 
Nixon, chairman, Paul Fontaine and execu­
tive vice president, Fred Noe, USTA's board 
of directors moved quickly and positively to 
make chemical offenses more costly to both 
trainers and owners by banning possession of 
tubing equipment on race day, making penal­
ties apply to both head trainers and assistants 
listed as 'program trainers' and providing for 
suspensions of uo to 30 davs for horses show­
ing positive post-race tests. The USTA will 
also make blood gas analyzers available to 
racetracks on a rental basis.
The USTA also voted to support Harness 
Racing Communications and a national mar­
keting program under the direction of Dr. Phil 
Jursek, plus continued support of Race Horse 
Digest television show on ESPN.
In a major move toward increased safety 
for drivers, USTA’s board approved sulky 
standards recommended by an industry-wide 
committee, effective September 1, 1994.
As part of the $7.8 million bedget for 1994, 
the USTA will issue over $180,000. in grants 
for worthy industry programs.
What Goes Around Comes Around
BY TOM SHEHAN
The recommendation made by the direc­
tors of the United States Trotting Association, 
at their recent meetings in Columbus, Ohio, 
that "our racing commissioners get tough and 
suspend the horses, who turn up with a posi­
tive test, for thirty days" reminds me of a 
popular cliche of the times, "What Goes 
Around, Comes Around" and I have para­
phrased it to, "What Goes Around. Must Come 
Around!" Of course, it depends of the deter­
mination and courage of the commissioners.
Yes, indeed, when I first came around 
horse racing in a professional capacity, while 
writing about horse racing for the Boston 
Evening Transcript. Circa 1935, all of the 
horses in the stable of an owner or trainer, who 
had a horse turn up with a positive, were 
suspended, more offer than not, for thirty 
days.The saliva test was all we had in those 
days. It had been imported from France by the 
late Walter Donovan, then a member of the 
Florida Racing Commission, at the behest and 
expense of the late Joseph E. Widener, the 
owner of Hialeah Race Track.
Nor were the "Hard-Hearted Henry's" 
among the judges and commissioners, of those 
days, in any hurry to reinstate those horses, the 
owner, or the trainer. Unlike the procedures of 
recent years, there was no such nonsense as 
the transfering of the suspended horses from a 
husband to a wife, to a second trainer, or a 
stable foreman, conveniently available for 
just such an emergency. Some times, sad to 
say, without changing stalls, or shed row. 
History has revealed that the "drug store train­
ers" were always ready to oblige those com­
missioners who did not want to "sweat the 
brass" themselves, by making an unpopular 
decision, notwithstanding the fact that the
integrity of racing was being undermined.
These "Hard-Hearted Henrys" had the 
peculiar idea that a penalty was not a penalty, 
unless it was an attack on the pocketbooks of 
the pharmaceutically minded perpetrators 
among the ranks of owners and trainers. If I 
can steal a partial quote from a statement Joe 
Ricci offered at a recent meeting of the Maine 
Race Commission, "No matter what anybody 
says, this is all about money! "...Of course, Joe 
was talking about OTB, but unwittingly, he 
was paraphrasing a world- famous Maine-iac 
comic, who wrote under the title of "Abe 
Martin Says" who also happened to be Abe 
Lincoln's favorite comic, to place him in the 
proper time frame.
What the "Abe Martin Says" column of­
fered was, "When people say it ain't the 
money,it's the principle...it's the money!" It's 
the same in racing. The initial drive against 
"drug-store horse racing" was under the late 
Harry Ainslinger, Chief of the Federal Bureau 
of Narcotics. Harry, who was very ambitious, 
hired Frank G. Mencke, a top national sports 
writer out of New Y ork to assist him. (Mencke 
later publicized the Kentucky Derby and ed­
ited the Encyclopedia of Sports. 1
With Ainslinger conducting raids on race­
track stable areas, shedrows and tack rooms, 
and Mencke spreading the anti-drugging 
gospel across the nation's newspapers in eight 
column headlines, this duo soon brought the 
racing industry to its knees, crying 'Uncle', 
short for Ainslinger’s mythical boss, 'Uncle 
Sam'. A compromise was reached through the 
political efforts of the top people in racing, 
with the promise that racing would...clean up 
its own house. A promise that neither they, nor 
anybody else, was ever able to keep.
• . . t % . ■> « • ' •
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Eligible Stallions For 1994
SAWMILL STUD - Amherst, Mass. Tel. 413-256-0816 or 508-867-9337
FANCY STAR p. 1:57.4 (Best Of All - Shadydale Star) Stud Fee: Free
MORNING BREEZE p. 1:54.4 (Nero - Mini Yankee) Stud Fee: $500.
TEAM HANOVER p .1:55 (Big Towner - Time To Skip) Stud Fee: $2,500.
ULTIMATE KOSMOS t. 1:57.2 (Jurgy Hanover - Unexpected Kosmos) Stud Fee: $1,000.
WILLIAMSBURG ONE p. 1:52.2 (Oil Burner - Auntie Marne) Stud Fee: $1,000.
WALNUT HILL FARM - Spencer, Mass. Tel. 508-885-2306
COULD THIS BE MAGIC p. 1:52.3 (Seahawk Hanover - Alma Blue Chip) Stud Fee: $750.
FEDERAL MONEY t. 1:56.4 (Diamond Exchange - Hula Bowl) Stud Fee: $750.
J. RICHARD COLBY - Newburyport, Mass. Tel. 508-465-7843
BUTTONWOOD ODIN t. 2:00.4 (Speedy Streak - Tarport Terri) Stud Fee: $500.
RAYMOND W.J.CAMPBELL JR. - Belchertown, Mass. Tel. 413-253-7114
CENTRE ISLAND t. ((Speedy Crown - Prize Record) Stud Fee: Private
SHARP LEE FARM - Winchendon, Mass. Tel. 508-297-1159
CHARO’S SKIPPER p. 1:55.2 (Meadow Skipper - Charo) StudFee: $800.
MARLBORO TROTTING PARK - Marlboro, Mass. Tel. 508-485-3205
CLASSY MODEL p. 1:57.2 (Storm Damage - Keystone Model) Stud Fee: $1,000.
SHORE TO WIN FARM - Plainville, Mass. Tel. 508-695-7712 or 508-543-7712
SEA BATTLE t. 1:58.2 (Speedy Somolli - The Hag) Stud Fee: $1,000.
Congratulations To...
PERL & MARION GERRY 
On The Event Of Their
50th WEDDING ANNIVERSARY On March 15th 
Contact them at 207-839-3035 Gorham, Maine
Condo For Sale
Need more space, must sell ground floor 2 Bed/2 Bath Condo, one 
mile from Pompano Beach Harness Track. Furnished, rugs, tile, 
mirrors, golf course view... in PalmAire, an adult development. 
Price: $59,000. Call Jean or Chet Emerson Tel. 305-971-4867
Attention...Horsemen & Women
It's Time F or Spring Sneakers!
Call: "Honest Ernest" Tel. 207-282-3131
N E W  E N G L A N D  S U L K Y  C H A M P I O N S H I P S
Yearling Nominations
1 HORSES NAME:
11 1
Payment Due: May 15th
SIRE & DAM
•
Fee: $25.00
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i * ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
i| Make checks payable to: N.E.S.C. SIGNATURE
| % Robert Ferland, Box 799, 
| Berwick, Me. 03901
I •
ADDRESS
Who Will Wear The Crown In 1994?
Last year's North American Drivers Championship went to Ted Wing, who will be back in 1994 to defend his crown. Photo by Coady
Presenting The 10th Annual...
NORTH AMERICAN  
DRIVERS CHAMPIONSHIP
To Be Held At
FOXBORO PARK
Sunday, April 10th
Bob & Jean Ferland, Promotions
Everyone Is Invited To This Traditional Driver Competition, 
Plan Now To Join Us...For Exciting Harness Racing Action!
